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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

              This chapter provides some points of discussion such as: background of 

study, statement of the problem, purpose of the study, significance of the study, 

scope and limitation, and definition of key term. 

1.1 Background of the study 

English is an International language. Many people want to learn and master 

it. They can learn English both in formal and informal situation. In formal 

situation, students learn English at school or university under the guideline of a 

teacher or attending a course program. The importance English as a world 

language has made people learn English as early as possible. In Indonesia for 

example, English is taught even before the children enter playgroup and English is 

the first foreign language taught as a local content subject in Kindergartens and 

primary school, and English becomes a main subject from Junior High School up 

to Universities. In other words, Indonesian government places high priority on 

this language.  Teaching and learning English in Indonesia is very important.    

Teaching English to young learners is absolutely different from teaching 

other level. Young learners have their own way of learning. Teaching young 

learners do not emphasize on teaching grammatical rules or determining the 

sentences pattern. On the other hands, the teacher of English for young learner 

need special skills and has to be active, creative, helpful, and open. Phillips (in 

Sabillah, 2005:66) states that helping the children to learn and develop becomes 
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more important that simply teaching the language. It is common sense that if on 

activity is enjoyable, it will be memorable. 

  Smith (1995) states that the aims of teaching a foreign language to young 

learners are more comprehensive than in language with older learners. The 

English teaching to young learnners is focused on shaping the children as the 

future users of Englis in the word which requires a high level of spoken and 

writen communication. 

In teaching learning activity, the teacher becomes the most influential 

person in the classroom becouse she/he has to create a conductive classroom 

atmosphere, plan a variety of teaching-learning activities and apply the material 

effectively. In the teacher hand, the teaching activity will be successfull. 

Although it needs hard work to do, the teacher must be really skillful, 

excited in exploring, enthusiastic and joyful in teaching. Furthermore, the teacher 

should use activities creativity to cover material in various techniques, keeps the 

class lively to stimulate them to be talk active. To create a productive teaching, 

they must be smoothly, running, discraction free, efficient operation in which 

students can learn affectively (clark and starr, 1986:52). 

One of the important aspects to achieve the purpose of teaching English is 

curriculum. Curriculum is a written plan for learning experience, including 

objective/standard, selection, and organizing of content, appropriate learning 

experiences, and determination of the most appropriate for learning activities. 

(Gibson and Mitcheel in Ayuni, 2008). On the other hands, curriculum can be 

inseparable from lesson plan or syllabus. 
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          The syllabus is the guidance of teaching learning process. A syllabus is the 

specification of the content of course instruction and list what will be taught and 

tested (Richard, 2001). Purwanto (2008) explored the problem faced by English 

teacher in implementing lesson plan at SMA Sunan Kalijaga Jabung Malang. He 

state that the syllabus serves many advantages for the teacher and students such as 

1) ensuring a fair and upfront understanding between the instructor and students 

relating to the confusion of policy of the course, 2) students interest to be put into 

the course, 3) providing a roadmap of course organization, 4) relaying the 

instructor’s teaching philosophy to the students and 5) providing a marketing 

angle of the course such students that may chose early in the course whether the 

subject material is attractive. 

           In real teaching learning process, a lesson plan is one of the main factors in 

teaching English. The teacher of English language at any level of education 

should be creative to construct lesson plan in order that both teachers and the 

students have clear destination in mastering that language.  Besides constructing a 

good lesson plan, the teachers should be able to present the material well to make 

students understands it easier.  

           Dahrum (2004) who studied about the implantation of lesson plan for 

teaching English at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Blitar found that the teachers’ 

planning, preparation, and activity in classroom were based on lesson plan made 

in advance. The time allocated in lesson plan was also implemented in their 

teaching learning process. 
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           Setyowati (2005) explored the lesson plan implemented by teachers at 

SMA 2 Blitar. The finding explained that the teachers had tendencies to construct 

their own lesson plan that was not in line with the goal of teaching learning 

process of the given curriculum. Moreover the materials taught were still too 

difficult to understand by students. 

 Dewanti (2009) Studied about The Implementation of Teacher’s 

Preparation in Teaching English at Anak Saleh Kindergarten Malang.  She stated 

the Teaching English in early age is very important to develop the children’s 

language competence especially in learning foreign language. When foreign 

language is taught to young learner, it will be absorbed effectively because they 

have a lot of opportunities to build up their personal ability. They have high 

motivation to communicate with other. Teaching foreign language in early age 

will show the better result. 

            Based on the several researchers above dealing with the implementation of 

lesson plan, we know there are many problems faced by teachers in implementing 

lesson plan in class. Therefore, this study will analyze the problem faced by the 

teachers in implementing lesson plan and how the teachers implement her lesson 

plan in teaching English 

 In this study, SDN Beji 02 – Batu is chosen as the subject of the study 

because this school is one of the best school in Batu. Besides, the implementation 

of teaching plan used by the teachers in teaching English in this school has never 

been investigated yet.  
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1.2 Statement of the Problems 

           Based on the background of study, the writer formulates the following 

problems.  

1. How does the teacher implementation her lesson plan in teaching English 

in the fifth grade at SDN Beji 02-Batu? 

2. What problems are faced by English teacher in implementing the lesson 

plan in teaching English in the fifth grade at SDN Beji 02-Batu? 

 

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

           Based on the problems above, the purposes of study are: 

1. To describe how the teacher implements the lesson plan in teaching 

English at SDN Beji 02-Batu 

2. To find what the problems faced by English teacher to prepare the lesson 

plan in teaching English at SDN Beji 02-Batu 

 

1.4 Significance of the Study   

           The result of this study is expected to give both theoretical and practical 

significances. Theoretically, it is expected to give more information about 

implementation of lesson plan development by English teacher. Practically, this 

research will give important contribution for the teachers in teaching. 

 This research is hoped to give them knowledge about the teaching plan, in 

teaching English at Elementary school so that they can develop a good teaching 
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plan, improving their competence and also get idea about what to be taught and 

what is requires in their teaching.  

 

1.5 Scope and limitation of the study 

The scope of this study is focused on the the implementation of lesson plan 

at SDN Beji 2 Batu. 

This study has limitation in disscusing about the implementation of lesson 

plan that was done by the English teacher of the fifth grade at SDN Beji 2 Batu. 

 

1.6 Definition of key terms 

           The researcher presents some definitions of key term to avoid 

misunderstanding in interpreting this study: 

1. A study is the activity of learning or gaining knowledge for example from 

book (Crowther,1995:1187)      

2. Implementation is the realization of integrated skill principles in teaching 

English 

3.  Lesson plan is a short term plan that is broken down from the syllabus for 

one or more meeting (Harmer in ayuni,2008) 

4. Teaching is showing or  helping someone to learn how to do something, 

giving in the study with knowledge, causing to know or understand 

(Brown, 2008:7)  

 

 
 


